Inventory Tracking Software System
This Visual dBase for Windows application allows the customer to track inventory from
order placement to product shipments. The full relational database gives users control and
flexibility of vendor, customer and inventory tracking information. Utilizing bar code
technology, ITSS gives you the tools needed to satisfy the data requirements that meet
your customers demands.
Features:

 Customer/ Vendor Maintenance




Screens are designed to be the same for easy training and quick use.
View current Purchase Order Status
Utilize the remarks screen for special notation

 Product Maintenance




Add products quickly with 2 ID fields, description, pricing, packaging information.
Quick Product Add feature.
Multiple Vendor Resource – Identify different sources for your Product Purchases

 Purchase Order / Work Order Entry



Screens are similar for easy training and quick use.
Generate PO’s from re-order level information

 PDT Interfaces




SDD – Seamless Data Download of data from portable data terminals.
3 Pre loaded portable data collection applications – Shipping, Receiving
and Product
Movement plus a Physical Inventory application for end of year inventory.

 Print Bar Codes


Label your product as you receive it in the warehouse

ITSS ease of use allows for easy training of personnel, quick utilization of product identification and data entry to maintain a tighter control on inventory. Respond quickly to the
changing needs and requirements of customers. Track trends though reorder levels and
quick product purchasing. Manage all warehouses in your operation and know where you
can fulfill your orders quickly, accurately and with confidence.

Inventory Tracking Software System/Point Of Sale
The Point Of Sale, or POS portion of ITSS/POS is interfaced to the ITSS
inventory program. Each POS transaction seamlessly updates the inventory levels
of ITSS, which guarantees accurate inventory level reporting.
Features:
 Register Functions
 Cash Out, is a current reporting of all transactions and the total dollar value of

each transaction. The reporting also indicates the method of payment used for
each transaction, i.e. cash, check or charge. This feature is also used to verify
cash drawer balance against daily totals to ensure accuracy in accounting.
 Post and Clear is used to Post all transactions to date and Clear previous
his tory. This can be used at the end of each business day or at employee
change.
 Product Look Up, allows you to search the product database by SKU, UPC and
product description.
 Quick Count, gives you an update of the number of sales transactions and
the total dollar amount for those transactions since the last Post and Clear.
 Administration:

Register Set Up, This area is used to set up company defaults, password security
and receipt messages. ITSS/POS gives you the added advantage of using the customer receipt as an advertising tool, or to offer discounts or state return policy.

Requirements:

Supporting Hardware

Operating System: Windows 7

ScanLink can also provide you
with networkable PC based
registers that include barcode
scanners, receipt printers and
space saver platforms.
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